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Power in your hands everyone in the sixth world wants to geek the mage first. Your job is to ?make

sure that wont happen by being faster deadlier and more powerful ?than they are. Shadow run spell

cards series 1 make spell casting faster and easier ?with easy-to-reference game statistics for 54

different spells.? Grab a pack and use it to call down a whole hell storm of mana when you need? it

most. Shadowrun spell cards series 1 are for use with shadow run fifth edition.. Item Weight - 0.65

lbs.
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Purchased because we have a newbie playing group, and being able to choose spells out of a deck

instead of a book is a huge boon, and because having a reference during the game saves a lot of

time.Unfortunately, these cards don't include text of the spell mechanic, so they won't work as a real

reference. They also don't include even all of the core spells, which feels pretty silly. What do they

expect, that we'll just pick spells with cards? That we'll have some cards for reference but just

memorize the others?

Do you have a few dollars to buy a pencil and flash cards? Then you have the ability create cards

with more information and flavor than these cards provide!There is no art to speak of and only the

most basic info provided, the same info you would have with a character sheet. For some reason

they decided to make these cards only 1 sided (because I know so many GMs that decide to shuffle

and random draw what spells the enemy Magician is gonna cast).Do yourself a favor, if you need



help with spells in SR5, save your money and write it down on scratch paper.

This makes my life at gaming much easier. It is easier to have my cards out and next to me than to

constantly flip through a book. The information on the cards is good and you do not need to refer to

the book more for additional information.
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